The oscillatory motions and changes in intensity of hurricanes have been reviewed and commented on with some regularit<y ever since they have come under routine radar surveillance. Hurricane Dora provided another such opportunity for meteorologists to observe changes apparently resulting from the hurricane's passing over the Gulf Stream, east of Daytona Beach, Fla. Hurricane Dora mas under the surveillance of several land-based and air-borne radars a t various times as it approached the mainland biit the Weather Bureau's 10-cm.WSR-57 radar a t Daytona Beach afforded the best continuous surveillance during the period September 8-10, 1964.
On the morning of the 9th' radar observers a t Daytona Beach noted a rapid change in both the definition of the hurricane's precipitation pattern and the radar track of the eye. This change was characterized by the mall cloud region's becoming much better defined, accompanied with an erratic shift of the radar track from mestward to northward. Previous to this period, radar return from precipitation echoes of the wall cloud were poorly defined if not entirely absent, thereby necessitating the employment of logarithmic spiral overlays to fix the center [I] . Following t,his abrupt change, approximately 120 n.mi. off the northeastern Florida coast, Dora retained its improved radar definition until landfall. Since the location of the rapid improvement in definition of the \\-all cloud \ m s in the vicinity of the Gulf Stream, it is reasoned that the passage of Dora over these arm waters might' have had some connection with the transformation. To suggest that the change x-as merely a factor of the hurricane's reaching an optimiuin observation range nonld seem inadequate. This is supported in part by the fnct that the broad clear channel ~~h i c h had existed between the u-eakly defined all cloud and the rainshield of Dora did not become rapidly filled with precipitation echoes until the transformation period.
An (fig. 2b ) the hurricaiie took on EL northward course along the axis of the Gulf Stream ( fig. 1) . By 1106 G M T Dora turned west and was crossing the Gulf Stream ( fig. 2c ) becoming well defined with an extended area of precipitation and spiral bands displayed on the radar ( fig. 2d ) by 0155 GMT, September 10. It is of further interest to note that following its initial abrupt jiimp to the north Dora proceeded to describe two cycloidal loops before passing out of the Gulf Stream area [ 3 ] . 
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There were no dropsonde data available from reconnaissance aircraft in the storm a t the time it crossed the Gulf Stream. However, dropsonde data before and after the storm passed over the Gulf Stream indicate a pressure drop of 10 nib. (972-962 mb.) representing some intensification which no doubt was reflected in the improved radar definition of the eye wall area. This is in agreement with a study of Perlroth [4] of hurricane Esther (1961) in which he related periods of intensification and improvenient of the definition of the radar track and the later cycloidal loops is not entirely clear. Fisher [21 suggests that the speed with which the storm crossed this stream of warm mater may be a factor.
It is not within the scope of this investigation to make any profound conclusions, but only to present observations and to indicate the need for further research in this area as more cases become available.
